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Supporting Report 5.6  Water Demand Input 

Available data properties 
Water demand data are required both for: 

- the present situation, to enable study the current system operation conditions. 
- the target dates 2010, 2015 and 2020, that is projection data derived from the knowledge of 

the current state and expected growth of population and activities in each of the different sub-
areas of the study area. 

Some data about current consumption are available at PPWSA from two different types of records: 
- the telemeters records, which have the following properties: 

o good time accuracy, since each telemeter – when normally operating – records the 
current flow and pressure data every minute, day and night. 

o poor topographical accuracy, since records are available only from the geographical 
position of the 42 existing telemeters, and empirical assumptions must be made about 
the exact area covered by each of them. While valves exist which may be closed to 
isolate each of these areas, valves usually remain open and many interactions exist 
between the flows in these areas. 

o partiality, since telemeters have been set up and active progressively up to the present 
time, and until recently have not been covering the whole distribution area. 

o poor reliability, since telemeter operation is irregularly interrupted, and data 
transmitted and recorded are not available in a continuous manner.    

- the consumer meter records, which serve as a basis for billing. These records have the 
following properties: 

o good topographical accuracy, since they are available virtually for every small 
distribution area – though data actually are organised and made available only at the 
sub-district level. 

o Poor time accuracy, since individual meter measurements are recorded only – as an 
average – once every 2 months, for billing purposes. 

o It is an exact representation of the water distribution, that is the part of the water 
demand actually covered by PPWSA distribution service, either directly or through 
water resellers. 

o it does not take into account the distribution losses and possible stolen water, which 
can be known only indirectly from comparison of recorded consumption with global 
production and telemeter flow data. 

 

Choice of zones and location for water demand insertion 
Given the properties of both kinds of water demand data available, it has been decided that: 

- the consumer meters data (used for billing) be used in priority to define water demand input 
points with a sufficient topographical extents and precision. 

- The telemeter data will be used in a second stage: 
o To validate assumptions made while interpreting the data, 
o to build realistic scenarios including the probable evolution of water demand across 

the study area, over various time durations and under various situations (average day, 
peak day).  

As consumer meter data are made available at the scale of sub-districts, which is considered to give an 
appropriate geographical precision, it has been decided that: 

- water demand data, and its possible variations, is considered at the sub-district level, 
- water demand for each sub-district is inserted at a number of nodes which are selected with 

the following rationale and method: 
o water demand node locations must be the most representative points of input from the 

main distribution network – represented by the model – into the smaller, local 
distribution sub-networks. 
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o as the structure of the network, especially at the local scale, is a meshed network, it is 
not generally possible to identify a single point of input for each sub-area. A variable 
number of points is selected, according to the local network structure, with the 
concern to include each major local distribution node and at the same time to limit the 
complexity related to the number of nodes. 

- during the process of choosing the water demand node locations, each of these nodes is given 
a coefficient to represent its estimated percentage of the water demand estimated for the 
considered area (that is the sub-district). This coefficient is determined empirically from the 
observation of the relative density of housing and activities estimated to be served by this node. 

As a result of this process: 
- amongst  existing junction nodes in the model, they have been attributed a water demand 
- given the total number of sub-districts covered by the study area, this accounts for an average 

water demand nodes by sub-district. 
 
Water demand input data are shown below. 
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